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We address the time evolution of two- and three-dimensional nonrelativistic Gaussian wave packets in the
presence of a weak external potential of arbitrary functional form. The focus of our study is the phenomenon
of rotation of a Gaussian wave packet around its center of mass, as quantified by mean angular momentum
computed relative to the wave-packet center. Using a semiclassical approximation of the eikonal type, we derive
an explicit formula for a time-dependent change of mean angular momentum of a wave packet induced by its
interaction with a weak external potential. As an example, we apply our analytical approach to the scenario of a
two-dimensional quantum particle crossing a tilted ridge potential barrier. In particular, we demonstrate that the
initial orientation of the particle wave packet determines the sense of its rotation, and report a good agreement
between analytical and numerical results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Among many motivations to study the time evolution of
quantum matter-wave packets two are particularly noteworthy.
First, localized wave packets provide the most natural tool
for investigating the correspondence between quantum and
classical motion. Indeed, while the center of a propagating
wave packet traces a trajectory, a concept essential in classical
mechanics, its finite spatial extent makes quantum interference
effects possible. Second, any initial state of a quantum system
can be represented as a superposition of a number, finite or
infinite, of localized wave packets. This fact, along with the
linearity of quantum evolution, ensures that one’s ability to
predict the motion of each individual wave packet offers a way
to quantitatively describe the time evolution of an arbitrary,
often complex, initial state. Despite a large body of literature
on quantum wave-packet dynamics, much of it reviewed in
Refs. [1–6], the subject is by no means exhausted; many
stimulating studies have appeared in recent years [7–21].
Of particular interest to the present work is a recent paper by
Dodonov [14], in which the author addresses the time evolution
of nonrelativistic two-dimensional Gaussian wave packets
possessing a finite value of mean angular momentum (MAM)
[22,23]. The value is the sum of an “external” (classical)
part, related to the motion of the center of mass of the wave
packet, and an “internal” (quantum-mechanical) contribution,
resulting from the rotation of the wave packet around its center
of mass and being a signature of nonzero position-momentum
correlation. Internal rotation of atomic clouds of Gaussian
shape has been successfully realized in laboratory experiments
[24]. One of several interesting features of rotating Gaussians
is the effect of initial shrinking of wave packets with large
enough position-momentum correlation coefficients, a phe-
nomenon that may potentially be used to improve precision of
the electron microscopy [14].
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In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of rotating
Gaussian wave packets in the presence of weak external
potentials, i.e., potentials whose variations are small compared
to the kinetic energy of the moving particle. Our focus is the de-
pendence of the internal MAM on the propagation time. Using
a semiclassical (short-wavelength) approximation to the full
quantum-mechanical propagator, we obtain an explicit formula
that gives the value of the internal MAM as a function of the
propagation time, parameters of the initial wave packet, and
the external potential. We further demonstrate the effectiveness
of our analytical approach by treating an example problem in
which a two-dimensional quantum particle traverses a tilted
ridge barrier and show that the predictions given by our
semiclassical formula agree with the full numerical solution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive
a semiclassical eikonal-type approximation for the time-
dependent wave function of an N -dimensional nonrelativistic
particle moving through a spatial region with a weak external
potential of arbitrary functional form. Section III is devoted
to a calculation of MAM. First, in Sec. III A, we obtain a
coordinate-independent expression for the internal MAM of
a Gaussian wave packet. Then, in Sec. III B, we find an
approximate expression for the internal MAM of a wave packet
evolving in the presence of a weak potential. An example
physical scenario in which a two-dimensional (N = 2) particle
traverses a tilted ridge potential barrier is considered in Sec. IV.
We summarize our results and provide conclusions in Sec. V
of the paper. All conceptually straightforward, but technically
strenuous calculations are deferred to the Appendixes.
II. PROPAGATION OF GAUSSIAN WAVE PACKETS
IN WEAK EXTERNAL POTENTIALS
We consider an N -dimensional spinless nonrelativistic
quantum particle of mass μ, whose wave function is given by
ψq,v,(x)
=
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4
(det Im)1/4
× exp
{
i
μ
h¯
[
1
2
(x − q)T(x − q) + vT(x − q)
]}
. (1)
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Here, q and v are real N -dimensional column vectors
representing the average position and velocity of the particle,
respectively, and  = Re + iIm is a complex symmetric
N × N matrix with a positive-definite imaginary part Im.
(Throughout the paper, the real and imaginary parts of any
quantity Z are interchangeably denoted both by ZRe and ZIm
and by Re(Z) and Im(Z), respectively.) We note that the
positivity of all eigenvalues of Im guarantees that  is an
invertible matrix [25].
A. Free particle motion
If the particle, initially described by Eq. (1), evolved in free
space, its wave function at time t would be given by
0(x,t) =
∫
RN
dN y K0(x − y,t)ψq,v,( y), (2)
where
K0(ξ ,τ ) =
(
μ
2πih¯τ
)N/2
exp
(
i
μ|ξ |2
2h¯τ
)
(3)
is the free-particle propagator in N dimensions. A direct
evaluation of the Gaussian integral in Eq. (2) yields (see, e.g.,
Ref. [26])
0(x,t) = eiϕ′ψq ′,v,′(x), (4)
where the new position q ′ of the particle is determined by
q ′ = q + vt, (5)
the new complex matrix ′, quantifying the shape and
position-momentum correlation of the wave packet, is given
by
(′)−1 = −1 + I t, (6)
with I denoting the identity matrix, and the time-dependent
phase ϕ′ reads
ϕ′ = μ|v|
2
2h¯
t + 1
2
arg[det(I − ′t)]. (7)
We note that the phase can equivalently be expressed as
ϕ′ = μ|v|22h¯ t − 12 arg [ det(I + t)].
B. Eikonal-type approximation
In the case that the particle moves in the presence of a
potential V (x), the initial wave packet evolves into
(x,t) =
∫
RN
dN y K(x, y,t)ψq,v,( y), (8)
where K(x, y,t) is the quantum propagator corresponding
to the Hamiltonian p· p2μ + V (x), with p = −ih¯ ∂∂x being the
momentum operator. In what follows, we use the Van Vleck–
Gutzwiller approximation to the true quantum propagator,
given by [27–30]
K(x, y,t) 
(
1
2πih¯
)N/2 ∑
γ
∣∣∣∣ det(∂2Sγ (x, y,t)∂x∂ y
)∣∣∣∣1/2
× exp
(
i
h¯
Sγ (x, y,t) − i πνγ2
)
. (9)
Here, the sum runs over all classical trajectories γ leading
from y to x in time t . More precisely, γ labels a position-space
path r(τ ) that satisfies Newton’s equation μd2 r
dτ 2
+ ∂V (r)
∂ r
= 0,
along with the boundary conditions r(0) = y and r(t) = x.
The function Sγ is the Hamilton’s principle function along the
trajectory γ , i.e.,
Sγ (x, y,t) =
∫ t
0
dτ
(
μ
2
∣∣∣∣d r(τ )dτ
∣∣∣∣2 − V (r(τ ))). (10)
Finally, νγ is the Maslov index that counts the number
of conjugate points, including possible multiplicities, along
trajectory γ .
Let us now consider a situation in which the magnitude of
potential V (x) is small compared to kinetic energy E0 of the
corresponding classical particle, i.e.,
|V (x)|  E0 = μ|v|
2
2
(11)
for all x. In this case, we can assume that there is only one
classical trajectory γ connecting point y at time zero and point
x at time t . Moreover, to the leading order in |V |/E0, this
trajectory can be approximated by a straight free-flight path
r(τ ) = (τ/t)x + (1 − τ/t) y (see the appendix in Ref. [31]
for a discussion of the basis for this approximation). Then,
Hamilton’s principle function, evaluated along the straight
path, reads
Sγ (x, y,t) = μ|x − y|
2
2t
− Ux, yt, (12)
where
Ux, y = U y,x =
∫ 1
0
dα V (αx + (1 − α) y). (13)
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (9), taking into account the
fact that the sum involves a single trajectory and that
the corresponding Maslov index equals zero, and keeping
only the leading-order contribution to the stability factor
det (∂2Sγ /∂x∂ y), we obtain
K(x, y,t)  K0(x − y,t) exp
(
− i
h¯
Ux, yt
)
, (14)
where K0 is given by Eq. (3).
The propagator given by Eq. (14) represents a time-
dependent version of the eikonal approximation to high-energy
scattering [32–34]. Here, the external potential V is regarded
as a weak perturbation that does not affect the underlying
classical dynamics, and so does not “bend” the straight
trajectory connecting points y and x in time t , but only
adds an extra phase to the corresponding quantum probability
amplitude. A similar approximation has been previously used
in semiclassical studies of the Loschmidt echo in chaotic
systems [35–41]. A particular case of the eikonal propagator,
Eq. (14), corresponding to the case of V (x) being a weak
Gaussian potential in two dimensions (N = 2), was analyzed
in Ref. [31].
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Substituting Eqs. (1) and (14) into Eq. (8), we have
(x,t) 
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4
(det Im)1/4
(
μ
2πih¯t
)N/2 ∫
RN
dNξ exp
[
i
μ
h¯
(
ξTξ
2
+ vTξ
)
+ i μ|x − q − ξ |
2
2h¯t
− it
h¯
Ux,q+ξ
]
. (15)
We now assume that the position extent of the initial wave packet is small compared to the characteristic length scale of the
potential. This allows us to approximate Ux,q+ξ by a second degree polynomial in ξ , i.e.,
Ux,q+ξ  Ux,q +
(
∂Ux,q
∂q
)T
ξ + 1
2
ξT
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
ξ . (16)
Hereinafter, ∂
∂q and
∂
∂q ′ represent gradient column vectors, while successive application of two gradients produces a square
matrix. For example, ∂Ux,q
∂q is a column vector with j th element given by
∂Ux, y
∂yj
|
y=q , and
∂2Uq′ ,q
∂q ′∂q is a square matrix whose jkth
element equals ∂
2Ux, y
∂xk∂yj
|(x, y)=(q ′,q). Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15), we get
(x,t) 
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4(
det Im
)1/4(
μ
2πih¯t
)N/2
exp
(
i
μ|x − q|2
2h¯t
− i Ux,q
h¯
t
)
×
∫
RN
dNξ exp
[
i
μ
2h¯t
ξT
(
I + t − 1
μ
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
t2
)
ξ − i μ
h¯t
(
x − q − vt + 1
μ
∂Ux,q
∂q
t2
)T
ξ
]
. (17)
Evaluating the N -dimensional Gaussian integral (see Ap-
pendix A for details) we obtain
(x,t)  eiϕˆψqˆ,vˆ, ˆ(x), (18)
where ψ is defined in Eq. (1), and
vˆ = v − 1
μ
∂Ux,q
∂q
t, (19)
qˆ = q + vˆt, (20)
ˆ
−1 =
(
 − 1
μ
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
t
)−1
+ I t, (21)
and
ϕˆ = 1
h¯
(
μ|vˆ|2
2
− Ux,q
)
t + 1
2
arg[det(I − ˆt)]. (22)
As a consistency check, we note that in the limiting case
of V (x) = 0 wave function (x,t), predicted by Eq. (18),
coincides with free-particle wave packet 0(x,t), given by
Eq. (4). We also point out that, in general, wave packet (x,t)
does not have a Gaussian shape, the reason being that quantities
qˆ, vˆ, ˆ, and ϕˆ may exhibit a complicated dependence on x.
III. MEAN ANGULAR MOMENTUM
We now address the time dependence of mean angular
momentum (MAM) of a moving wave packet. First, we derive
a general coordinate-independent expression for MAM of two-
or three-dimensional Gaussian wave packets, given by Eq. (1),
and then find an approximation for MAM of an eikonal wave
packet, given by Eq. (18).
A. Gaussian wave packet
MAM corresponding to wave function ψq,v,, given by
Eq. (1) with N = 2 or 3, is defined as
L(q,v,) =
∫
RN
dN x ψ∗q,v,(x)(x × p)ψq,v,(x), (23)
with p = −ih¯ ∂
∂x
being the momentum operator. A straight-
forward differentiation yields
pψq,v,(x) = μ[v + (x − q)]ψq,v,(x). (24)
Adopting the notation
〈·〉 =
∫
RN
dN x (·) |ψq,v,(x)|2, (25)
we write
L(q,v,) = μ〈x × [v + (x − q)]〉
= Le(q,v) +Li(), (26)
where
Le(q,v) = μq × v (27)
is an “external” part of MAM of the wave packet related to the
motion of its center of mass, and
Li() = μ〈(x − q) × (x − q)〉
= μ
(
μ
πh¯
)N/2√
det Im
∫
RN
dNξ (ξ × ξ )
× exp
(
−μ
h¯
ξTImξ
)
(28)
is a contribution associated with the “internal” rotation of the
wave packet around the center of mass. Evaluating the last
integral (see Appendix B for details of the calculation), we
find
Li() = h¯2 axial[Re,(Im)
−1]. (29)
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Here, [·,·] denotes a commutator. (Note that since  is a
symmetric matrix, [Re,(Im)−1] is an antisymmetric matrix.)
The operator axial gives the axial vector of an antisymmetric
matrix (see, e.g., Ref. [42]): given a real antisymmetric matrix
M, m = axial M is a unique vector such that Mu = m × u
for any vector u. Using the Levi-Civita symbol, jkl , the axial
vector can be written as
[axial M]j = −12
∑
kl
jklMkl, (30)
or, more explicitly,
axial M =
{(0,0,M21)T if N = 2,
(M32,M13,M21)T if N = 3. (31)
We conclude this subsection with the following three
remarks. First, in view of identity
[Re,(Im)−1] = −(Im)−1[Re,Im](Im)−1, (32)
it is clear that the internal MAM, Li, is nonzero if and only if
the real and imaginary parts of the matrix  do not commute
with each other. This implies, for instance, that Li = 0 for
radially symmetric Gaussian wave packets; in other words, in
order for a wave packet to possess a nonzero internal MAM,
it must have a shape of an ellipse in two dimensions or an
ellipsoid in three dimensions. Second, in the case of a two-
dimensional (N = 2) Gaussian wave packet, the expression for
Li as given by Eq. (29) is in agreement with the one obtained
in Ref. [14]. Third, as expected, MAM of a free-particle wave
packet is conserved. In particular, one hasLe(q ′,v) = Le(q,v)
and Li(′) = Li(), where q ′ and ′ are given by Eqs. (5)
and (6), respectively. The conservation of the internal MAM
follows from the fact that
[′Re,(′Im)−1] = [Re{(′)−1},(Im{(′)−1})−1]
= [Re{−1} + I t,(Im{−1})−1]
= [Re{−1},(Im{−1})−1] , (33)
which shows that the commutator is independent of time.
B. Eikonal wave packet
Now, we derive an approximate expression for the internal
MAM of an eikonal wave packet, given by Eq. (18). It proves
convenient to start from the following representation of the
eikonal wave packet [cf. Eq. (A5)]:
(x,t) =
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4
(det Im)1/4 exp
(
− 
2
)
, (34)
where
 = −i μ
h¯
χT ˆχ − i 2μ
h¯
vˆTχ − i μ
h¯
|vˆ|2t + i 2
h¯
Ux,q t
+ ln
[
det
(
I + t − 1
μ
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
t2
)]
, (35)
with
χ = x − qˆ. (36)
The corresponding probability density reads
|(x,t)|2 =
(
μ
πh¯
)N/2√
det Im exp(−Re), (37)
with
Re = μ
h¯
χT ˆImχ
+ Re
{
ln
[
det
(
I + t − 1
μ
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
t2
)]}
. (38)
Assuming that the external potential is weak, we expect
probability density |(x,t)|2 to have a shape of a slightly
distorted Gaussian centered at x = xmax, with xmax determined
by the following system of N equations:
∂Re
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= 0. (39)
These equations are equivalent to (see Appendix C for details
of the calculation){
μ
t2
[ ˆImχ ]j +
(
∂
∂xj
∂Ux,q
∂q
)T
ˆImχ
+χT(I − ˆRet)
(
∂
∂xj
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
)
ˆImχ
− h¯
2μ
tr
[
(I − ˆRet) ∂
∂xj
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
]}∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= 0, (40)
with 1  j  N . Treating external potential V as being 
small, we look for the solution to Eq. (40) in the form
xmax = x(0)max + O(). In the leading order, Eq. (40) reads
′Im(x(0)max − q ′) = 0, where q ′ and ′ are defined in Eqs. (5)
and (6), respectively. Since matrix ′Im is positive definite, the
only solution to this equation is x(0)max = q ′. Hence
xmax = q ′ + O(). (41)
Having determined the position of the probability density
peak, xmax, we compute Hessian eff of ih¯/2μ at x = xmax,
i.e.,
eff = ih¯2μ
∂2
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= ∂
2
∂x2
{
1
2
χT ˆχ + vˆTχ + 1
2
|vˆ|2t − 1
μ
Ux,q t
+ ih¯
2μ
ln
[
det
(
I + t − 1
μ
∂2Ux,q
∂q2
t2
)]}∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
.
(42)
Matrix eff determines the shape and position-momentum
correlation of the best Gaussian approximation to the eikonal
wave packet, (x,t), around the maximum of its probability
density. Evaluating the partial derivatives in the last expression
(see Appendix D for details), we find
eff = ′ +  + O(2), (43)
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where
 = − t
μ
[
J ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q2
J +J ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q ′∂q
+ ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q∂q ′
J
+ ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
+ i h¯t
2μ
∂2
∂q ′2
tr
(
J ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q2
)]
(44)
and
J = (I + t)−1 = I − ′t. (45)
Note that, in general, ∂
2Uq′ ,q
∂q ′∂q =
∂2Uq′ ,q
∂q∂q ′ (consider, e.g., Ux, y =
x1y2), but ∂
2Uq′,q
∂q ′∂q = (
∂2Uq′ ,q
∂q∂q ′ )
T
.
The internal MAM associated with wave function (x,t)
can now be approximated by
Li(eff) = h¯2 axial[
′
Re + Re,(′Im + Im)−1] + O(2)
= Li() + Li + O(2), (46)
where function Li is defined in Eq. (29), and the leading-
order change in the internal MAM, resulting from the particle-
potential interaction, is given by
Li = h¯2 axial{[Re,(
′
Im)−1]
+ [(′Im)−1Im(′Im)−1,′Re]} . (47)
In deriving the last expression, we have used
(′Im + Im)−1
= (′Im)−1 − (′Im)−1Im(′Im)−1 + O(2), (48)
along with the fact that the axial vector of a sum of two matrices
equals the sum of their axial vectors. Together, Eqs. (44) and
(47) express the change of the internal MAM of a moving wave
packet induced by its interaction with an external potential;
these formulas constitute the central analytical result of the
present paper.
IV. EXAMPLE SYSTEM: TILTED RIDGE BARRIER
IN TWO DIMENSIONS
Here, we apply the analytical method developed in the
previous section to an example physical system, and compare
analytical predictions against the full numerical solution. The
system consists of a two-dimensional wave packet traversing
a localized potential in the shape of a tilted ridge barrier; the
precise definition of the system is presented in the following
subsection.
A. Analytics
We consider a two-dimensional (N = 2) quantum particle
that is initially described by wave packet ψq,v,, given by
Eq. (1) with
q =
(−q
0
)
, q > 0, (49)
v =
(
v
0
)
, v > 0, (50)
and
 = i
(
ω1 0
0 ω2
)
, ω1 > 0, ω2 > 0. (51)
The diagonal form of  implies that [Re,(Im)−1] = 0 and,
consequently, that the internal MAM associated with the initial
wave packet equals zero. The length scales
√
h¯
μω1
and
√
h¯
μω2
characterize the spatial extent of the wave packet in x1 and x2
directions, respectively. Here we assume that the size of the
wave packet is small compared to the distance separating the
wave-packet center and the origin of the coordinate frame, i.e.,
q2 	 h¯
μω−
, (52)
where ω− = min{ω1,ω2}.
In order to simplify the following calculations, we fix the
propagation time to be
t = 2q
v
, (53)
so that the center of the free-particle wave packet at time t is
[cf. Eq. (5)]
q ′ =
(
q
0
)
. (54)
The shape and position-momentum correlation of a free-
particle wave packet at time t is governed by Eq. (6), which,
in the present case, reads
′ = 2q
v
(
ω21/1 0
0 ω22/2
)
+ i
(
ω1/1 0
0 ω2/2
)
,
(55)
where
1 = 1 +
(
2q
v
ω1
)2
, 2 = 1 +
(
2q
v
ω2
)2
. (56)
We further assume that the average velocity v is sufficiently
large for the size of the wave packet not to change substantially
during propagation time t . In particular, we want the size of
the wave packet at time t to be small compared to the distance
q between its center and the origin. To this end, we assume
v > 2ω+q, (57)
where ω+ = max{ω1,ω2}.
The external potential has the form of a tilted ridge barrier:
V (ξ ) = ξ2f (ξ1), (58)
where f is an even real-valued function, f (−ξ ) = f (ξ ), that
is localized on an interval of width 2 centered around the
origin, i.e.,
f (ξ )  0 if |ξ | > . (59)
The width of the potential barrier is assumed to be small
compared to the distance between the wave packet and the
origin:
  q. (60)
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The parametric regime defined by Eqs. (52), (57), and (60)
implies that both the initial and propagated wave packets have
a negligible overlap with the potential barrier.
In accordance with Eq. (13), we have
Ux, y =
∫ 1
0
dα (y2 + (x2 − y2)α)f (y1 + (x1 − y1)α). (61)
Since we are only interested in Ux, y for x and y lying
within a small (compared to q) vicinity of the points q ′ and
q, respectively, the integration interval in Eq. (61) can be
extended to the entire real axis. This gives
Ux, y 
∫ +∞
−∞
dα (y2 + (x2 − y2)α)f (y1 + (x1 − y1)α)
= 1
x1 − y1
∫ +∞
−∞
dξ
(
x1y2 − y1x2
x1 − y1 +
x2 − y2
x1 − y1 ξ
)
f (ξ ).
(62)
Using the fact that f (ξ ) is an even function, we obtain
Ux, y  V0 x1y2 − y1x2(x1 − y1)2 , (63)
where
V0 =
∫ +∞
−∞
dξ f (ξ ). (64)
From Eq. (63), we find by direct differentiation
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q2
= ∂
2Ux, y
∂ y2
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= V0
4q2
(
0 1
1 0
)
, (65)
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q ′∂q
= ∂
∂x
∂Ux, y
∂ y
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= 0, (66)
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q∂q ′
= ∂
∂ y
∂Ux, y
∂x
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= 0, (67)
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
= ∂
2Ux, y
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= − V0
4q2
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (68)
Also, using Eq. (45), we find
J =
(
1
1+i2qω1/v 0
0 11+i2qω2/v
)
, (69)
and, consequently,
∂2
∂q ′2
tr
(
J ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q2
)
= ∂
2
∂q ′2
(
1
1 + i 2q
v
ω1
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q21
+ 1
1 + i 2q
v
ω2
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q22
)
=
(
1
1 + i 2q
v
ω1
∂2
∂q21
+ 1
1 + i 2q
v
ω2
∂2
∂q22
)
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
. (70)
But since
∂2
∂q21
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
= ∂
2
∂y21
∂2Ux, y
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= 0 (71)
and
∂2
∂q22
∂2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
= ∂
2
∂y22
∂2Ux, y
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
(x, y)=(q ′,q)
= 0, (72)
we obtain
∂2
∂q ′2
tr
(
J ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q2
)
= 0. (73)
We now have all the terms needed to calculate . Indeed,
substituting Eqs. (65)–(69) and (73) into Eq. (44), we find
 = − V0
μv2
2q
v
ω1ω2 − i(ω1 + ω2)(
1 + i 2q
v
ω1
)(
1 + i 2q
v
ω2
)(0 11 0
)
, (74)
and then
Re = 2qV0
μv3
ω21 + ω1ω2 + ω22 +
( 2q
v
ω1ω2
)2
12
(
0 1
1 0
)
(75)
and
Im = V0
μv2
ω1 + ω2
12
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (76)
Using Eqs. (55) and (76), we obtain
(′Im)−1Im(′Im)−1 =
V0
μv2
ω1 + ω2
ω1ω2
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (77)
Finally, substituting Eqs. (55), (75), and (77) into Eq. (47)
and performing straightforward algebraic transformations, we
obtain the following simple expression for the only nonzero
(out-of-plane) component of the internal MAM at time t :
[Li]3 = h¯ qV0
μv3
(ω1 − ω2). (78)
Equation (78) prompts a number of interesting observa-
tions. First, the magnitude of final MAM rapidly decreases
with increasing velocity of the particle. Second, initial wave
packets that are circularly symmetric (ω1 = ω2) do not rotate
after having interacted with the barrier. Third, the sense of
rotation of a wave packet transmitted over the barrier is
determined by its initial orientation. More precisely, the wave
packets initially elongated in x2 direction (ω1 > ω2) rotate in
the positive sense upon crossing the barrier [see Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b)], while the wave packets initially elongated in x1
direction (ω1 < ω2) acquire rotation in the negative sense [see
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
B. Numerics
In order to estimate the accuracy of Eq. (78), we simulate
the wave-packet motion numerically, taking f to be a Gaussian
function:
f (ξ1) = V0√
π
e−(ξ1/)
2
. (79)
Note that this definition is consistent with Eq. (64). The
parameters of the system are chosen as follows. The moving
particle is taken to be a 7Li atom of mass μ = 7.016003 u.
The initial distance from the barrier is q = 0.3 mm, and the
mean velocity is v = 4 mm/s. The final time of wave-packet
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a Gaussian wave packet passing over the tilted ridge barrier, defined by Eqs. (58) and (79). Four white curves show
equipotential curves: the solid (dashed) curves correspond to positive (negative) values of the potential; the curve thickness increases as the
absolute value of the potential becomes larger. The wave packet travels from left to right. Panels (a) and (b) show the initial and final probability
densities, respectively, for the case of ω1 > ω2. Panels (c) and (d) are the corresponding pair of figures in the case of ω1 < ω2. The curly arrows
in (b) and (d) show the sense of the internal rotation of the final wave packet.
propagation, as given by Eq. (53), equals t = 150 ms. The
width of the barrier is taken to be  = 20 μm. In what follows,
we investigate two initial scenarios: the initial wave packet
is characterized (i) by ω1 = 10 s−1 and ω2 = 5 s−1, which
corresponds to wave-packet elongation along x2 direction,
and (ii) by ω1 = 5 s−1 and ω2 = 10 s−1, corresponding to
elongation along x1 direction. Frequency values ωj = 10 s−1
and 5 s−1 correspond to the spatial wave-packet extent of√
h¯/μωj  30.1 μm and 42.5 μm, respectively. We note that
all the parameter values chosen above are comparable to
typical values in modern atom-optics experiments [43–45].
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FIG. 2. Internal MAM (in units of h¯) as a function of propagation
time (in milliseconds) in a tilted ridge barrier system. The parameters
of the system are as follows: V0 = 10−14 eV,  = 20 μm, μ =
7.016003 u (7Li atom), q = 0.3 mm, and v = 4 mm/s. The (blue)
thick solid curve represents the case of ω1 = 10 s−1 and ω2 = 5 s−1,
and the (blue) thin solid line shows the corresponding value of [Li]3,
as predicted by Eq. (78). The (red) thick dashed curve represents the
case of ω1 = 5 s−1 and ω2 = 10 s−1, and the (red) thin dashed line
shows the corresponding value of [Li]3, as predicted by Eq. (78).
The wave-packet propagation, for various values of the
potential strength V0, is simulated by expanding the full
quantum-mechanical propagator in a series of Chebyshev
polynomials of the Hamiltonian. A comprehensive description
of the numerical method, along with implementation details,
are given in Refs. [46–48].
Figure 1 illustrates the qualitative behavior of the wave
packet with ω1 > ω2, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), and with ω1 < ω2,
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). In particular, the figure shows that,
in agreement with Eq. (78), the sense of final rotation
of the wave packet depends on its initial orientation. The
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
V0 [10
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FIG. 3. Internal MAM (in units of h¯) at time t = 150 ms, at which
the wave packet is located to the right of the barrier (cf. Fig. 2), as a
function of the potential strength (in units of 10−13 eV). All parameter
values are the same as in Fig. 2. The (blue) thick solid curve represents
the case of ω1 = 10 s−1 and ω2 = 5 s−1, and the (blue) thin solid line
shows the corresponding value of [Li]3, as predicted by Eq. (78).
The (red) thick dashed curve represents the case of ω1 = 5 s−1 and
ω2 = 10 s−1, and the (red) thin dashed line shows the corresponding
value of [Li]3, as predicted by Eq. (78).
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snapshots presented in the figure have been obtained from the
numerical simulations with the parameter values given above
and correspond to the potential strength of V0 = 10−13 eV.
Figure 2 shows how MAM, computed with respect to the
mean position of the moving wave packet, changes in time as
the quantum particle crosses the tilted ridge barrier of strength
V0 = 10−14 eV. The (blue) thick solid curve represents the
numerical results for the initial wave packet with ω1 = 10 s−1
and ω2 = 5 s−1, and the (red) thick dashed curve corresponds
to the case of ω1 = 5 s−1 and ω2 = 10 s−1. Both curves exhibit
well pronounced peaks of the absolute value of the internal
MAM. It is interesting to observe that while the peaks are
centered at the same instant of time, given by q/v = 75 ms,
their magnitudes are not the same. The thin solid (blue) and
dashed (red) lines show the values of [Li]3, as predicted by
Eq. (78), for the cases of ω1 > ω2 and ω1 < ω2, respectively.
It is clear that Eq. (78) correctly approximates the value of
internal MAM for the wave packet transmitted over the barrier.
Figure 3 provides a comparison between the final value
of internal MAM obtained via numerical simulations and
that predicted by Eq. (78) for external potentials of various
strengths. We find the analytical and numerical results to be
in good agreement with each other for potentials of strength
|V0|  0.4 × 10−13 eV. This is consistent with the fact that
our analytical calculations are only valid for sufficiently weak
external potentials.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed the phenomenon of internal
rotation of two- and three-dimensional quantum Gaussian
wave packets in the presence of weak external potentials.
The main outcome of our study is twofold. First, we have
derived a simple coordinate-independent formula, Eq. (29),
that expresses the internal mean angular momentum of a
Gaussian wave packet in terms of the commutator of the
real and imaginary parts of the complex matrix determining
the wave-packet shape and position-momentum correlation.
Second, using semiclassical analysis, we have obtained an
explicit expression, given by Eqs. (44) and (47), for the
internal mean angular momentum of a Gaussian wave packet
propagating through an arbitrary weak external potential. We
have further tested our analytical method in the case of a
two-dimensional wave packet crossing a tilted potential ridge
barrier, finding analytical and numerical results to be in good
agreement.
The analytical method presented in this paper has been
obtained using a time-dependent semiclassical approximation
of the eikonal type. The eikonal approximation is different
from a more commonly used linear-dynamics approach,
also known as the “thawed” Gaussian approximation (TGA)
[49,50], in which, at every time instant, the external potential
is approximated by a second-degree polynomial around the
center of the moving wave packet. There are two main differ-
ences between the eikonal and TGA methods. First, the TGA,
unlike the eikonal approximation, assumes the spatial extent
of the wave packet to be small compared to the characteristic
length scale on which the potential varies [51]. This imposes
a natural limitation on the maximal propagation time, making
the TGA a short-time asymptotic method. Second, the TGA
requires for the center trajectory of the wave packet to be
computed numerically. In contrast to the TGA and to the main
advantage of the eikonal approximation, all calculations in the
eikonal approximation can often be carried out analytically.
However, the downside of the eikonal approximation is that
its applicability is limited to weak external potentials only, as
evident from the example treated in Sec. IV. In the future, it
would be interesting to make a systematic comparison between
the effectiveness of the TGA and eikonal approximation in the
problem of internal rotation of Gaussian wave packets.
The present study raises a number of interesting questions
for future research. How does one extend the analytical results
for the time dependence of mean angular momentum presented
in this paper to physical scenarios involving strong external
potentials? For instance, how is the internal rotation of a
Gaussian wave packet affected by strong scattering events,
in which, e.g., the wave packet breaks into two or more
spatially separated parts? What is the upper bound on the
internal angular momentum that a Gaussian wave packet may
acquire in a scattering event? Is there an “optimal” external
potential that would transfer the maximal amount of internal
rotation to a Gaussian wave packet, while minimizing its
shape distortions? These and other related questions address
fundamental aspects of time-dependent quantum dynamics;
we believe that any progress in this direction will improve our
understanding of basic quantum physics and may subsequently
lead to technological applications.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. (18)
For convenience, we introduce
ax,q = ∂Ux,q
∂q
, Bx,q = ∂
2Ux,q
∂q2
. (A1)
These definitions will also be used in Appendixes C and D.
Using the integral identity (see, e.g., Ref. [52])∫
RN
dNξ exp(−ξT Aξ + bTξ ) =
√
πN
det A
exp
(
1
4
bT A−1b
)
, (A2)
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with A = μ2ih¯t (I + t − 1μ Bx,q t2) and b = μih¯t (x − q − vt + 1μ ax,q t2), we rewrite Eq. (17) as
(x,t) =
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4 (det Im)1/4√
det
(
I + t − 1
μ
Bx,q t2
) exp{i μ|x − q|22h¯t − i Ux,qh¯ t
− i μ
2h¯t
(
x − q − vt + 1
μ
ax,q t
2
)T(
I + t − 1
μ
Bx,q t2
)−1(
x − q − vt + 1
μ
ax,q t
2
)}
. (A3)
Then, introducing
˜ =  − 1
μ
Bx,q t, (A4)
and using the quantities qˆ and vˆ, defined in Eqs. (20) and (19), respectively, we obtain
(x,t) =
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4 (det Im)1/4√
det(I + ˜t)
exp
{
i
μ|x − qˆ + vˆt |2
2h¯t
− i Ux,q
h¯
t − i μ
2h¯t
(x − qˆ)T(I + ˜t)−1(x − qˆ)
}
=
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4 (det Im)1/4√
det(I + ˜t)
exp
{
i
μ
2h¯t
(x − qˆ)T[I − (I + ˜t)−1](x − qˆ) + i μ
h¯
vˆT(x − qˆ) + i μ|vˆ|
2
2h¯
t − i Ux,q
h¯
t
}
. (A5)
We then define
ˆ = 1
t
[I − (I + ˜t)−1]. (A6)
This definition implies the equality
ˆ
−1 = ˜−1 + I t, (A7)
which is equivalent to Eq. (21). This allows us to rewrite Eq. (A5) as
(x,t) =
(
μ
πh¯
)N/4 (det Im)1/4√
| det(I + ˜t)|
exp
[
i
μ
2h¯
(x − qˆ)T ˆ(x − qˆ) + i μ
h¯
vˆT(x − qˆ) + iϕˆ
]
= (det Im)
1/4√
| det(I + ˜t)|
eiϕˆψqˆ,vˆ, ˆ(x)
(det ˆIm)1/4
, (A8)
where
ϕˆ = 1
h¯
(
μ|vˆ|2
2
− Ux,q
)
t − 1
2
arg[det(I + ˜t)]. (A9)
We note that Eq. (A9) is equivalent to Eq. (22). Indeed, it follows from Eq. (A6) that
I + ˜t = (I − ˆt)−1, (A10)
which, in turn, implies that arg [ det(I + ˜t)] = arg [1/ det(I − ˆt)] = − arg [ det(I − ˆt)]. Then, since the external potential
is real, so is the matrix Bx,q . This implies Im = ˜Im. Also, from Eq. (A7) it follows that I + ˜t = ˆ−1˜. Taking the last two
facts into account, we rewrite Eq. (A8) as
(x,t) =
(
det ˜Im
| det ˜|2
| det ˆ|2
det ˆIm
)1/4
eiϕˆψqˆ,vˆ, ˆ(x). (A11)
It now remains to prove that
det ˆIm
| det ˆ|2 =
det ˜Im
| det ˜|2 . (A12)
To this end, we rewrite the left-hand side of the last equality as
det ˆIm
| det ˆ|2 =
det
( 1
2i ( ˆ − ˆ
∗))
(det ˆ)(det ˆ∗)
= det ( 12i ˆ−1( ˆ − ˆ∗)( ˆ∗)−1) = det (− 12i [ ˆ−1 − ( ˆ∗)−1]) = det(−Im( ˆ−1)). (A13)
Similarly, the right-hand side of the equality reads
det ˜Im
| det ˜|2 = det(−Im(˜
−1)). (A14)
Finally, since Im( ˆ−1) = Im(˜−1 + I t) = Im(˜−1), the right-hand sides of Eqs. (A13) and (A14) are equal to one another,
which concludes the proof of Eq. (A12).
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. (29)
Here we show that ∫
RN
dN x (x × Rx) exp(−xT Sx) = 1
2
√
πN
det S
axial[R,S−1], (B1)
where S is a real symmetric positive-definite matrix, and R is a real symmetric matrix. Once this identity is proven, Eq. (29)
follows immediately.
We start by diagonalizing S:
S = OTdiag(s1, . . . ,sN )O, (B2)
where sj > 0, j = 1, . . . ,N , and
OT O = O OT = I . (B3)
Defining ξ = Ox, with the inverse x = OTξ , we have
[x × Rx]j =
∑
k,l,m
jklxkRlmxm =
∑
k,l,m,n,r
jklOnkξnRlmOrmξr =
∑
n,r
Qjnrξnξr , (B4)
where
Qjnr =
∑
k,l,m
jklOnkRlmOrm. (B5)
Denoting the vector integral in the left-hand side of Eq. (B1) by I , we write
Ij =
∑
n,r
Qjnr
∫
RN
dNξ ξnξr exp
(
−
∑
k
skξ
2
k
)
= 1
2
√
πN
det S
∑
n
Qjnn
sn
. (B6)
Then, ∑
n
Qjnn
sn
=
∑
k,l,m
jklRlm
(∑
n
Onm
1
sn
Onk
)
=
∑
k,l
jkl[RS−1]lk. (B7)
Since both R and S−1 are symmetric matrices,
RS−1 = 12 (RS−1 + (RS−1)T) + 12 (RS−1 − (RS−1)T) = Msym + 12 [R,S−1], (B8)
where Msym is a symmetric matrix. Consequently, we obtain∑
n
Qjnn
sn
= 1
2
∑
k,l
jkl[R,S−1]lk = −12
∑
k,l
jkl[R,S−1]kl = [axial[R,S−1]]j , (B9)
which, combined with Eq. (B6), yields Eq. (B1).
APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQ. (40)
Defining χ in accordance with Eq. (36), and using the fact that ˆ is symmetric, we have
∂
∂xj
χT ˆχ = ∂
∂xj
∑
k,l
ˆklχkχl =
∑
k,l
(
∂ ˆkl
∂xj
χkχl + ˆkl ∂χk
∂xj
χl + ˆklχk ∂χl
∂xj
)
= χT ∂
ˆ
∂xj
χ + 2
(
∂χ
∂xj
)T
ˆχ = χT ∂
ˆ
∂xj
χ + 2[ ˆχ ]j − 2
(
∂ qˆ
∂xj
)T
ˆχ . (C1)
Using Eqs. (19), (20), and (A1), we write
∂ qˆ
∂xj
= − t
2
μ
∂ax,q
∂xj
, (C2)
which leads to
∂
∂xj
χT ˆχ = χT ∂
ˆ
∂xj
χ + 2[ ˆχ ]j + 2t
2
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
ˆχ . (C3)
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Then, in view of Eqs. (A4) and (A7), evaluation of ∂ ˆ/∂xj proceeds as follows:
∂ ˆ
∂xj
= − ˆ ∂
ˆ
−1
∂xj
ˆ (C4)
= − ˆ ∂˜
−1
∂xj
ˆ (C5)
= − t
μ
ˆ˜
−1 ∂ Bx,q
∂xj
˜
−1
ˆ (C6)
= − t
μ
ˆ( ˆ−1 − I t)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
( ˆ−1 − I t) ˆ (C7)
= − t
μ
(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
(I − ˆt). (C8)
Substituting Eq. (C8) into Eq. (C3), we obtain
∂
∂xj
χT ˆχ = − t
μ
χT(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
(I − ˆt)χ + 2[ ˆχ ]j + 2t
2
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
ˆχ . (C9)
Taking the imaginary part, we get
∂
∂xj
χT ˆImχ = t
2
μ
χT
[
ˆIm
∂ Bx,q
∂xj
(I − ˆRet) + (I − ˆRet)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
ˆIm
]
χ + 2[ ˆImχ]j + 2t
2
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
ˆImχ . (C10)
Then, since both  and Bx,q are symmetric, and since χT Mχ = χT MTχ for any matrix M, the last equality simplifies to
∂
∂xj
χT ˆImχ = 2t
2
μ
χT(I − ˆRet)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
ˆImχ + 2[ ˆImχ]j + 2t
2
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
ˆImχ . (C11)
We now evaluate the derivative of ln [ det(I + ˜t)], with ˜ given by Eq. (A4). From the identity
det eM = etrM , (C12)
which holds for any complex matrix M (see, e.g., Ref. [53]), it follows that
∂
∂xj
ln(det eM ) = tr
(
∂M
∂xj
)
. (C13)
Substituting M = ln(I + ˜t), we get
∂
∂xj
ln[det(I + ˜t)] = tr
(
(I + ˜t)−1 ∂˜
∂xj
t
)
, (C14)
which, in view of Eqs. (A4) and (A10), is equivalent to
∂
∂xj
ln[det(I + ˜t)] = − t
2
μ
tr
[
(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
]
. (C15)
The real part of the last equality reads
∂
∂xj
Re
{
ln
[
det
(
I + t − 1
μ
Bx,q t2
)]}
= − t
2
μ
tr
[
(I − ˆRet)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
]
. (C16)
Finally, substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (39), and using Eqs. (C11) and (C16), we arrive at Eq. (40).
APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF EQ. (43)
Here, we again use the definitions given by Eq. (A1). Partial derivatives of χT ˆχ and ln [det (I + t − 1
μ
Bx,q t2)] are given
by Eqs. (C9) and (C15), respectively. We now compute the derivatives of the remaining terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (42).
First, we write
∂
∂xj
vˆTχ = vˆT ∂χ
∂xj
+
(
∂ vˆ
∂xj
)T
χ = vˆj −
(
∂ qˆ
∂xj
)T
vˆ +
(
∂ vˆ
∂xj
)T
χ .
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Using Eq. (C2), along with
∂ vˆ
∂xj
= − t
μ
∂ax,q
∂xj
, (D1)
we get
∂
∂xj
vˆTχ = vˆj + t
2
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
vˆ − t
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
χ . (D2)
Second, we have
∂
∂xj
(
μ|vˆ|2
2
− Ux,q
)
= μ
(
∂ vˆ
∂xj
)T
vˆ − ∂Ux,q
∂xj
. (D3)
Using Eq. (D1), we obtain
∂
∂xj
(
μ|vˆ|2
2
− Ux,q
)
= −t
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
vˆ − ∂Ux,q
∂xj
. (D4)
Then, combining Eqs. (C9), (C15), (D2), and (D4), we find
ih¯
2μ
∂
∂xj
= [ ˆχ + vˆ]j − t2μχ
T(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
(I − ˆt)χ − t
μ
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
(I − ˆt)χ − t
μ
∂Ux,q
∂xj
− i h¯t
2
2μ2
tr
[
(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
]
.
(D5)
We now treat all quantities proportional to the external potential V as being  small, and differentiate one by one each term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (D5) at x = xmax. Using Eqs. (36), (C2), and (D1), we write
∂
∂xk
[ ˆχ + vˆ]j = ˆjk +
[
∂ ˆ
∂xk
χ − ˆ ∂ qˆ
∂xk
+ ∂ vˆ
∂xk
]
j
= ˆjk +
[
∂ ˆ
∂xk
χ − t
μ
(I − ˆt)∂ax,q
∂xk
]
j
. (D6)
Since
ˆ = 1
t
[
I −
(
I + t − 1
μ
Bx,q t2
)−1]
= 1
t
[
I −
(
I − t
2
μ
(I + t)−1 Bx,q
)−1
(I + t)−1
]
= 1
t
[
I −
(
I + t
2
μ
(I + t)−1 Bx,q + O(2)
)
(I + t)−1
]
= 1
t
[
I − (I + t)−1 − t
2
μ
(I + t)−1 Bx,q(I + t)−1
]
+ O(2)
= ′ − t
μ
J Bx,qJ + O(2) (D7)
and χ |x=xmax = O(), Eq. (D6) yields
∂
∂xk
[ ˆχ + vˆ]j
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
=
[
′ − t
μ
J Bq ′,qJ
]
jk
− t
μ
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′k
]
j
+ O(2). (D8)
Then,
∂
∂xk
χT(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
(I − ˆt)χ
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= O(2), (D9)
∂
∂xk
(
∂ax,q
∂xj
)T
(I − ˆt)χ
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
=
[(
∂aq′,q
∂q ′j
)T
J
]
k
+ O(2) =
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′j
]
k
+ O(2) , (D10)
∂
∂xk
∂Ux,q
∂xj
∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q ′j ∂q
′
k
+ O(2), (D11)
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and
∂
∂xk
tr
[
(I − ˆt)∂ Bx,q
∂xj
]∣∣∣∣
x=xmax
= tr
[
J ∂
2 Bq ′,q
∂q ′j ∂q
′
k
]
+ O(2) = ∂
2
∂q ′j ∂q
′
k
tr(J Bq ′,q) + O(2). (D12)
Using Eqs. (D8)–(D12), we obtain
ih¯
2μ
∂2
∂xj∂xk
= ′jk −
t
μ
{
[J Bq ′,qJ ]jk +
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′k
]
j
+
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′j
]
k
+ ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q ′j ∂q
′
k
+ i h¯t
2μ
∂2
∂q ′j ∂q
′
k
tr(J Bq ′,q)
}
+ O(2).
(D13)
In view of the fact that [
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′k
]
j
=
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′
]
jk
(D14)
and [
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′j
]
k
=
[
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′
]
kj
=
[(
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′
)T]
jk
, (D15)
Eq. (D13) leads to
 = − t
μ
[
J Bq ′,qJ +J ∂aq
′,q
∂q ′
+
(
J ∂aq ′,q
∂q ′
)T
+ ∂
2Uq ′,q
∂q ′2
+ i h¯t
2μ
∂2
∂q ′2
tr
(J Bq ′,q)]. (D16)
The last equation is equivalent to Eq. (44).
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